
WHO SEEDED WIND IS NOW HARVESTING STORM

Now all democrats will be ready to denounce racism, they will repeat that 
blacks and whites have the same rights that police brutality must end. 
However, who will take side with the arsonists, with the black and white youth 
who are burning 25 cities in the United States? We will do it, the workmen 
belonging to the workingmen’s party. Who Seeds wind shall harvest storm.

Can a man be trampled on because he is black in civilized America, can he be 
suffocated on the street because a policeman is so sure he has got the state on
his side? Can you see such a scene after two hundred years of chatter against 
racism, of statements on equal rights? Can not be done. And the society of the 
wealthy has to pay a price. And it is paying dearly, police stations, looted 
supermarkets are on fire and the wave of revolt has not yet broken. The 
government is deploying the National Guard but to quell such a powerful 
uprising it should eliminate all black people in America.

If the social system run by the bosses, and that of the United States is its most 
developed form, it still produces racism and police brutality there must be a 
reason. The exploitation system needs slaves and if it can use skin colour to 
get cheaper and more submissive slaves it has no interest in ending racial 
discrimination. Our landowners in the countryside, corporals and conniving 
politicians and prefects and policemen who more often than not turn away are 
also well aware of this. Those who hastened to condemn the violence of the 
black labourers who upraised in Rosarno after the massacre of their 
companions know this well.

Now America is burning. A life in misery accompanied by the arrogance of 
policemen has become unbearable, demonstrations with petitions have run 
their course, the most natural responses have become fire and looting. The fire 
to erase the social environment in which we have to suffer such brutal bullying.
Looting to take possession of those goods, which despite having produced 
them, are completely unobtainable to the millions of poor, mostly black, of the 
United States.

The workmen of the workingmen’s party, who know the arrogance of those at 
the top, who know the reality of misery, who know how can hurt the injustices 
of the bosses and their governments, go beyond the general denunciation of 
racism, beyond simple indignation, they line up with black and white youth in 
revolt on the streets of American cities. It is the slaves who raise their heads, it 
is the new world that is manifesting itself with all its strength.
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